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Progress Toward One-Nanosecond Two-way
Time Transfer Accuracy Using Ku-Band
Geostationary Satellites
DAVIDA.HOWE

Abstract-The National Bureau of Standards (NBS) Boulder Lahonumerous Ku-band spacecraft are scheduled for launch in
ratory is assembling a system for time transfer with a projected accuthe next two to four years.
racy of 1 ns to Incations that can access a Ku-band geostationary comThis paper presents measurements of time stability of
municationssatelliteincommon
view withBoulder.Thesystem
the ground segment equipment operating at Ku-band that
includes a 6.1-m diameter antenna and satellite earth station at Boulder, two transportable earth stations, each with a 1.8-m dish, and mowill be used for precise time synchronization through satdems designed for two-way timing. The elements of the system are de- ellites of the FSS. The two-way time transfer method is
scribed and a method of using them to achieve high-accuracy time
used in conjunction with spread-spectrum modems. This
transfer is presented. A satellite simulator has been used in measurein early experiments with an acments of the stabilityof the loop delay for different configurations. The method has been used
curacy of 10-30 ns [l]-[3]. Improvements to better than
day-to-day variations exhibit peak deviationsof less than 1ns and offer
encouragement that similar stability will he found for the ground seg10 ns have recently been reported [4], [ 5 ] , [g], [ 1l]. The
ments in two-way time transfer configurations. Allan-variance stability measurements of ground segment equipment givenin this
plots are presented for sample times of 1 S to several days at various
paper indicate that day-to-day reproducibility of the total
carrier-to-noise ( C / N , ) density ratios. The results are compared to
theoretical limits obtained from the model
of phase jitter given for the time delay through the equipment using a satellite simulator has peak deviations of 1 ns. This suggests that the
spread spectrum modem. The
1.8-m earth stations have full duplex
a remote location while using
capability to permit signal turnaround at
differential delay, the important parameterin the two-way
a geostationary satellite in common view with the NBS 6.1-m earth
method, should be at least this good.
station. The use of one portable earth station to calibrate the critical
of Standards (NBS) Boulder,
At theNationalBureau
differential delays between two other earth stations is discussed. The
CO,
laboratories
a
Ku-band
satellite earth station has been
calibration offers a method of converting the previously demonstrated
installed
for
the
purpose
of
performing
two-waytimenanosecond and suhnanosecond time transfer precision to nanosecond
time transfer accuracy between widely separated locations on Earth.
transfer experiments. In addition to this earth station with

a 6. l-m dish, two transportable earth stations, each with
a 1.8-m dish, are also available for the experiments. TwoINTRODUCTION
way time transfer is done through spread spectrum encoding using the Hartl/MITREX’ modems [4],[S]. MeasureHE GROWTH and development of satellite technology andservicesduringthe1960’sand
1970’s has ments of stability have beendone in several different loopcreated a wealth of satellite communications opponunities around schemes of the ground segment to determine timing stability limits. Both “in-cabinet” and “free-space”
for the 1980’s. As a result, a reliable global satellite network of geostationary satellite transponders is evolving. loop-around tests were performed using a ground-based
The fixed satellite service, or FSS, is available to users in satellitesimulation.Thisthenyieldsthetimedelay
through the earth station equipment including the satellite
a convenient way through a wide variety of service organizations.Furthermore,earthstationoperators
now dish and its orthomode transducer (OMT ). This complete
have new satellite frequencies availableto them in the Ku- delaymeasurement,alongwiththestabilitymeasureband ( 14/12 GHz)frequency range. An attractive aspect ments,providesthefoundationforveryhighprecision
since thedelaysthroughtheinof the Ku-band satellite serviceis that small Ku-band earth two-waytimetransfer
volved earth stations and the stability of these delays are
station antennas located within a satellite’s primary coverage area can deliver signal-to-noise ratios equivalent to known.
larger C-band antennas (4-GHz frequency band).
In the
FACILITIES
US, considerable channel capacity is already available and
The principal component for the Ku-band station is a
6. l-m antenna located on top of the radio building NBS,
at
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arccoveragefrom35-125”W.Positioningisaccomplished by amotorizedsystemwithamicroprocessorcontrolledpanel(elevation,azimuth,andpolarization).
For remote applications we use a l .8-m small-aperture
terminal (often called VSAT for “very small aperture terminal” when the antenna diameter is 1.8 m o r less). This
VSAT consists of a complete earth station
RF package
with 70-MHz input and output intermediate frequencies.
The dish uses a J-hook prime-focus feed system. The RF
unit is attached to the dish, and the entire assembly can
betransported relatively easily.Themount is a simple
elevation-over-azimuthassemblyarrangedusinggalvanizedbraces in atriangularconfigurationdesigned
for
resting directly on the groundor other horizontal surface.
The 6 . l-m dish has a gain of 56 dB and has a low-noise
amplifier (LNA) with a 2.5-dB noise figure.
The VSAT
K (the
has a system noise temperature of less than 250
actual input noise figure is 1.5 dB but is degraded by the
antenna noise temperature and slightly degraded because
Fig. 1. Ku-band 6.1-m antenna (in background) and portable 1.8-m VSAT.
of the waveguide transition and isolator losses).
Fig. 1 shows a picture of both the 6.1-m dish and the
VSAT portable terminal. Fig. 2 shows a picture of the
ground station equipment. The large dish is permanently
located on the roof of a wing of the NBS radio building,
in a room
and the associated earth station equipment is
about 30 m away. The LNA is located in the dish, and
signals to and fromthe dish are fed by pressurized elliptic
waveguide transmission lines. Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of the main items comprising the earth station. Both
the transmit and receive waveguides from the dish are fed
to waveguide switches that are used to do the in-cabinet
loop-around test. For many of the measurements the looparound test incorporated the LNA. In the normal scheme,
the 12-GHz signal following the LNA is fed to a commercial down converter, which does a double conversion
to 70 MHz. The 70-MHz signal is fed to the spread-specFig. 2. Earth stationequipment.
trum modem. Likewise, the 70-MHztrarismit signal from
the modem is fed to an up converter, which does a complete translation to 14 GHz. A variable attenuator is used negative going transitions are detected. Auxiliary pieces
to drive a linear amplifier ( GaAsFET amplifier), which is of equipment include a spectrum analyzer and power mecapable of a maximum power output of 1 W. That signal ter. In addition, a computer is used for data analysis and
is then fed to the waveguide transmission line going to the is connectedviaan IEEE 488 bus to the time interval
antenna. The waveguide switches used for the loop-around counter.
Figs. 4 and 5 show the “in-cabinet” and “free-space’’
test are placed so that all the electronic components of the
loop test for the VSAT, respectively. The VSAT RFunit
normal ground station scheme are in place. In the looparound mode a directional coupler splits powerto the sat- (designated by itsserialnumber,182)containsallthe
ellite translator from the 14-GHz output of the GaAsFET
transmit and received converters and directly provides an
at 70 MHz.
amplifier. The satellite translator then retransmits the same input (for transmit) and output (for receive)
signal at the standard 2.3-GHz offset (as determined by a In addition, there is a separate 70-MHz output for monitoring purposes. The 70-MHz input/outputsignals are fed
frequency synthesizer). The output of the satellite translator then feeds a variable attenuator and theLNA, which directly to the modem through a IS-m-long coaxial cable.
The modem’s arrangement is identical to that used with
is normally in the dish but for this test is relocated after
the attenuator. The output of the LNA is then fed to the the 6 . l-m dish; that is, the start and stop pulses for transmit and receive are fed to a high-resolution time-interval
attenuator/down converter.
A rubidium frequency standard is used
for the S-MHz counter. Again, a rubidium standard furnishes S-MHz and
l-pps reference signals for the modem. Data reduction is
and l-pps reference signals for the modem. The start and
handled by a computerconnectedtothetime
interval
stop pulsesaremeasuredusingatimeintervalcounter
counter. In-cabinet tests of the VSAT are performed withhavingaresolution of 35 PS (rrns) per second, and the
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Fig. 4 . “In-cabinet’’ test setup for VSAT (RF unit only) looped through satellite translator

out the dish, and the satellite translator is connected directly to (transmit and receive) waveguide ports as shown
in Fig. 4. Free-space tests are performed with the VSAT
1.8-m dish fully deployed, and the satellite translator is
located a distance r away as shown in Fig. 5 . Two horn

antennas, one horizontally polarized and the other vertically polarized, are used in the free-space test for the satellite translator to simulate the orthogonal modes. Also,
an LNA is used ahead of the satellite translator input to
bringsignallevelsupabovetheequivalentinputnoise
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Fig. 5 . “Free-space” test setup for VSAT transmitting and receiving through satellite simulator located at distance r .

floor since the satellite translator has a very poor input
noise temperature.

signal was introduced at a higher level accurately measured by the analyzer and then a precision attenuator was
applied to only the carrier to reduce its level to a known
MEASUREMENT
METHODS
value.
Ofinterest in thispaperistherelationshipbetween
Somedatathatarepresented
in thedocumentation
standard frequency stability measurement techniques and
whichaccompaniesthe
Hart1 modem is useful forthe
standard satellite signal-to-noise ratio parameters. In the
6
analysisoffrequencystabilitypresentedhere.Fig.
case of frequency stability the measurement performed is shows a plotof the white-noise phase jitter versus carrierto-noise density ratio 141.From these data a value for ay,
the two-sample Allan variance of the phase noise of the
ground segment in both in-cabinet and free-space loopthe Allan variance, can be computed and the value for75
around schemes. Frequency stability measurements from
dB Hz is included with the data.
If we assume that the
one toa few thousand seconds were performed for various plot shown in Fig. 6 is the classical variance about the
carrier-to-noisedensity ( C / N o ) ratios. The carrier-to- mean of the phase jitter( U : ), then the relationship to the
noise density ratio is a general figure of merit parameter
Allan variance is [6], [7]
for asatellitecommunicationslink.Frequencystability
7*a2(7)
data were also taken at one-day intervals to look at longa3701 =
.
term stability and its agreement with extrapolated shortMostmeasurements of groundequipmentdelaysintermstabilityresults.
Theactual C / N o measurementis
madeusingaspectrumanalyzersampling
the unmodu- volve the timing of an injection RF pulse and the deteclated pure RF carrier of the modem compared to the den- tion of the same pulse at a point before the antenna for
sity of noise in a l-Hz bandwidth. The spectrum analyzer the transmission portion. The delay measurement for the
receive portion is done in the same way, but with the inhad a minimum resolution bandwidth of 10 Hz, but the
jection pulse usually at the LNA and the envelope detecnoise component was white and allowed straightforward
calculation to l-Hz bandwidth. The analyzer incorporated tor after the appropriation receive-chain equipment. There
are two common difficulties with this approach. The first
acorrectionformeasuringnoisebandwidthatvarious
is that the pulse injection and detection scheme itself inanalyzer settings. These corrections were found to be actroduces a measurement uncertainty since this
is not the
curate to the rated specification of 1 dB by scanning the
shape of the response curve and scaling the bandwidth as way the equipment normally operates. A more favorable
done in situ. Second, the meahigh as 100 kHz and (again assuming white noise) seeing measurementwouldbe
correct closure of the equivalent noise bandwidth at 1 Hz. surement does not include the antenna and its associated
At low ( C
N ) / N ratios, it is difficult to accurately orthomode transducer and feed system. One cannot asmeasure the signal level because of the presence of the sume that the antenna differential delays are zero.
It is possible using the satellite translator and portable
noise component. To overcome thisdifficulty, the carrier
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through the satellite and down for signals going from location l to 2 and vice versa. Sat. path includes any delays
due to the Earth’s rotation. A T can be calculated as
A T = 1/2 {[TI( 1 ) - TI(2)]
-

+ [u/c(l)

-

d/c( l)]

[u/c(2) - d/c(2)1

+ sat. path ( 1 to 2 ) - sat. path ( 2 to l ) } .
If we assume sat. path time delays are reciprocal, except for the time difference term due to the Earth’s rota6T
tion,then sat. path ( 1 to 2 ) = satpath ( 2 to 1 )
(rotation) and we have

+

A T = 1/2

{ [ T I ( l ) - TI(2)] + [ u / c ( l )

- [u/c(2)

-

d/c(2)]

-

d/c(l)]

+ GT(rotation)}.

Now with the two earth stations co-located and using a
common clock, then 6 T (rotation) = 0 and A T = 0 and
the difference in the u / c ’ s and d / c ’ s is explicitly the difference in the time interval counters. We have
TI(2) - TI( 1) =

[./C(

-

1) - d/c( l)]

[u/c(2) - d/c(2)]

=

constant.

This constant can be used for subsequent two-way time
transfers using the earth stations, one of which
is a portable VSAT that can be located with another earth station
to yield a “calibration” of that earth station.
Indoingtwo-waytimetransferexperimentsthrough
dish to performin situ measurements of the absolute value
for the total delay and the differential delay of the ground geostationarysatellites,alimitexistsontheknowledge
of the time-delay difference between the outgoing signal
segment.Tomeasuretheround-tripdelay,
weusethe
free-space loop test scheme as shown in Fig. 5. The free- and the received signal. This nonreciprocity is due to the
difference of paths and the difference of equipment
bespace loop testdataaretaken
at variousvaluesforthe
tween the up link and the down link. Using spread-specrange r . One can then compute the value for the absolute
trum modulation with different pseudorandom codes for
r = 0 atthedish
round-triptimedelayextrapolatedto
representing phase center of the dish. Although
the mea- the two directions of time transfer, it is common to assurements are taken in the near field, the slope
of the mea- sume the difference in the transmission paths to and from
surement compares favorably to the expected value for thethe satellite, as well as through the satellite transponder,
to be zero, and the Earth’s rotation correction can be comrange as a function of delay of 14.95 cm/ns.
[8], [9]. Certainlytheionosphericdispersionand
puted
Formeasurementofthedifferentialdelaytermsthat
the
effects
of water-vapor dispersion are small (below100
show up in the two-way transfer scheme, one can use the
PS)
[lo].
The
most significant time-delay difference error
portable dish in close proximity to a fixed ground station.
enters
in
the
ground
segment. The use
of cables, interWith a common clock, one can measure directly the difconnects,
conversions,
and
test
points
for
instruments creferential delay terms. This is shown in the following analates
the
most
significant
absolute
delays
and
thus the opysis in which TI ( 1 ) and TI ( 2 ) are the time-interval
portunity
for
significant
differential
delays.
counter readings at locations 1 and
2, respectively, in a
two-way time transfer involving locations 1 and 2:
MEASUREMENT
RESULTS
d/c(l)
TI(1) = A T + u / c ( 2 ) + sat. path (2 to 1 )
Frequency stability measurements at various carrier-tonoise
density ratios are shown
in Fig. 7. Frequency staand
bility is depicted by a., (7),the Allan variance. Short-term
TI(2) = -AT + ./c( 1) + sat. path ( 1 to 2 )
data to about 1000 S are shown for C / N o ratios of 55 dB
is
Hz, 65 dB Hz, and 75 dB Hz. Inaddition,aplot
d/c(2).
shown of the theoretical a, at 75 dB * Hz given the phase
1 and 2, u / c jitter data, which are pa; of the documentation for the
A T is the time difference of the clocks at
is shown of the frequency stability
denotes time delay through the up conversion at locations modem. Also a plot
1 or 2,and d / c denotesthedownconversions.“Sat.
obtained when the modemis in a self-test mode (theC / N o
path”representsthe
total signalpathdelaysuptoand
ratio is unknown in this mode but presumed to be high).
Fig. 6. Plot of white-noise phase jitter versus C / N o ratio for spread-spectrum modem (taken from HartUMITREX documentation) [4].
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Fig. 7. Frequency stability measurements for "in-cabinet" loop-around test of earth station. Modem-only self-test measurement
and theoretical stability calculated from phase jitter are also known. Long-term data are slightly worse than straight-line
extrapolation of short-term data at 65 dB . Hz.

The modem self-test is the functional equivalent of looping the 70-MHz signal, which is transmitted from the modem back and returning the signal to the
modem. Longterm data of one sample per day are also shown
in the
plots of Fig. 7. For these data, the C / N o ratio was preset
to 65 dB * Hz. For comparison, the extrapolated value of
the short-term stability line is extended in the case of 65
dB Hz. Within the confidence limits
of the long-term
data, the agreement is good with the extrapolated shortterm results. The minimum C/& ratio specified for the
modem is 50 dB * Hz. From these data one sees that a
power density of 75 dB Hz provides only a factor of 2
improvement in frequency stability compared to 65 dB
Hz. The plots shown
in Fig. 7 representthein-cabinet
loop-around test configuration, which includes all of the
ground station equipment and includes the LNA. The modem self-test and theoretical ay plots do not incorporate
any of the ground station RF facilities. From this one sees
the degradation introduced by the difference of adding the
ground station RF equipment to the loop-around
fo; the
modem. Since the difference is small, this implies good
phase stability throughout the ground station RF system,
the
Fig. 8 showsin-cabinetloopteststhatweredoneon
two Other modems and three modems in tandem with One
of the portable VSAT'S. These frequency stability results

VSATlModem Loop Tests,
of D i f f e r e n t M o d e m s

i

o Int. loop test #l
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Fig. 8. Frequency stability of "in-cabinet" loop tests using two separate
modems. Rectangles represent data of three modems in tandem (signal
goes through all three in series) and VSAT and satellitetranslator.
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Fig. 9. Daily time-interval-counter (TIC) readings showing total in-cabinet and free-space loop-around time-delay reproducibility using VSAT.
(a) In-cabinet VSAT loop-around time delay/day. (b) Free-space VSAT
loop-around time delay/day.

are essentially identical to those shown for the large-dish
earth station RF equipment (Fig. 7). This is encouraging
in view of the completely different conversionscheme and
oscillators used in the VSAT's. In addition, these results
indicateindiscernibledifferencesamongthemodems
tested and only slight degradation in a three-way connection. The results of Fig. 8 are based on a C / N o ratio of
75 dB * HZ.
Fig. 9 is a plot of the time-interval counter reading as
a function of running time for a VSAT/modem in both an
in-cabinet loop test and a free-space loop test. The difference schematically between the two schemes is shown in
Figs. 4 and 5. Absolute loop-around time delays are indicated in Fig. 9 and show that delay fluctuations are held
to less than1 ns for in-cabinet tests and 2 ns for free-space
tests. One would expect thein-cabinet and free-space tests
to be identical. The largerfluctuations associated with the
free-space test are likely attributableto the environmental
sensitivity of the translator equipment and its associated
antennas,cables,andconnectors.Also,
multipath may
have been a factor in the free-space test, since measurements were taken near ground level and
in the antenna
near-field region. The data of Fig. 9 were taken with a
C / N o ratioof 65 dB Hz.
The distance measurement to the satellite simulator is
made using the time-interval counter (TIC)in conjunction
with the modem as shown in Fig. 5. A l-S pulse starts the
counterandsimultaneously
is transmitted;thereceived
pulsestopsthe
counter.TheTICmeasurementgives
a
range (slant range) of

Modem

i

Modem

Tune Int.

Fig. 11. Common viewicommon clock scheme for measurement of groundsegment differential delay constant.

and any additional biases. AT corresponds directly to the
slant range. Fig. 10 shows the results of these measurements. Even though the apparatus was set up
in the near
field of the VSAT, the measurements are in close agreement with expected results in which the slope is known to
be 14.95 cm/ns. The reference
point for distance measurements to the VSAT dish is taken to be the phase center, which is the end of the J-hook feed.
Fig. 11 shows the scheme involvingacommonreference clock feeding a l-pps signal to both the earth station
facilitymodemandtheVSAT
modem. Atransponder
(either satellite or satellite simulator) is in common view.
Using this scheme, the differential-delay terms present in
AT - T,
r = both ground systems can be removed in the two-way time
2c
transfer technique as previously described. The VSAT is
sufficiently portable that it can be moved to within a short
where c is the velocity of light and T, is the total correction due to the internal delaysof the VSAT, the simulator, enough distance of any earth station to use a common ref-
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erence for performing the calibration of the differential
delays.Thiscommonview/commonclockscheme
was
used by the Radio Research Laboratories (RRL) of Japan
to achieve accuracies of 6.3 ns and resolution to 0.74 ns
at K-band [8]. We believe, based on the first results presented here, that wecanimproveonthisperformance.
Thespread-spectrumequipmentwasthelimitingfactor
for the RRL, as in our work, but the improved spreadto the l-ns
spectrumcomponentsshouldyieldaccuracy
level.
CONCLUSION
Phase
stability
measurements
on
recently
acquired
ground-segment satellite equipment have been performed
in a variety of loop-around schemes using a satellite simulator. Stability plots have shown that performance
is of
the order of 2 X lo-’’ 7 - ’ for C / N o ratios of 75 dB
Hz. The ultimate limit to performance appears to be the
spread-spectrummodems.Thisperformancecompares
favorably with results expected from the phase
jitter of
the modem. The day-to-day reproducibilityof a free-space
loop-around test involving a 1.8-m VSAT showed results
to slightly better than 1 ns, indicating a potential accuracy
atthislevelgivenanappropriatecalibration.Basedon
these data, one should expect accuracy using the two-way
time transfer technique to be better than 1 ns given that
theinvolvedearthstationscanbecalibratedusingthe
VSAT in acommonview/commonclockscheme.The
plan is to complete experiments using the common view/
commonclock schemeand to completemorethorough
free-space loop tests in the far field of the earth station
and VSAT. Since the VSAT and its associated cables and
connectors areused to “calibrate” an earth station, VSAT
stability will be more extensively measured. Both a satellite and satellite transponderwill be used for future freespace measurements with the ultimate goal being a verifiable accuracy to the l-ns level.
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